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“No one sees anything. Ever.  
They watch, but they don’t understand.”

So observes Connie Nielsen in Olivier Assayas’s hallucinatory, 
globe-spanning demonlover, a postmodern neonoir thriller and 
media critique in which nothing—not even the film itself—is 
what it appears to be. Nielsen plays Diane de Monx, a Volf 
Corporation executive turned spy for rival Mangatronics in 
the companies’ battle over the lucrative market of internet 
adult animation. But Diane may not be the only player at Volf 
with a hidden agenda: both romantic interest Hervé (Charles 
Berling) and office enemy Elise (Chloë Sevigny) seem to 
know her secret and can easily use it against her for their own 
purposes. As the stakes grow higher and Diane ventures into 
deadlier territory, and as Sonic Youth’s score pulses, Assayas 
explores the connections between multinational businesses 
and extreme underground media as well as the many ways 
twenty-first-century reality increasingly resembles violent, 
disorienting fiction.
 

New 2K restoration of the unrated director’s cut overseen by Olivier Assayas
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OLIVIER ASSAYAS
Olivier Assayas was born in Paris in 1955, the son of screenwriter 
Raymond Assayas (better known by the pen name of Jacques 
Rémy). After studying painting at the French National School of 
Fine Arts and working as a critic for Cahiers du cinéma, Assayas 
began his filmmaking career by ghostwriting television episodes for 
his ailing father.

His first feature film, Disorder (1986), won the critics’ 
prize at the 1987 Venice Film Festival. He gained wider 
renown with his fifth and sixth features, Cold Water (1994) 
and Irma Vep (1996), which were both presented at 
the Cannes Film Festival. Subsequently, Les destinées 

sentimentales (2000), demonlover (2002), and Clean (2004) were 
all nominated for the Palme d’Or at Cannes, while Summer 
Hours (2008) and the miniseries Carlos (2010) each earned 
multiple awards from various international festivals and societies.  

Since then, Assayas has continued to work steadily as a director.  
In the past decade, he has collaborated with Kristen Stewart on 
the critically acclaimed Clouds of Sils Maria (2014) and Personal 
Shopper (2016), the latter winning him the Cannes award for best 
director. His most recent feature was 2019’s Wasp Network, a drama 
based on the true story of Cuban spies eventually captured in the 
United States.  T

FILMOGRAPHY
1986  Disorder (Désordre)

1989  Winter’s Child (L’enfant de l’hiver)

1991  Paris Awakens (Paris s’éveille)

1993  A New Life (Une nouvelle vie)

1994  Cold Water (L’eau froide)

1996  Irma Vep

1997  HHH: A Portrait of Hou Hsiao (television documentary)

1998  Late August, Early September (Fin août, début septembre)

2000  Les destinées sentimentales

2002  demonlover

2004  Clean

2006  Quartier des Enfants Rouges (segment of Paris, je t’aime)

2006  Noise (documentary) 

2007  Boarding Gate

2007  Recrudescence   
 (segment of To Each His Own Cinema)

2008  Eldorado (television documentary)

2008  Summer Hours (L’heure de’été)

2010  Carlos

2012  Something in the Air (Après mai)

2014  Clouds of Sils Maria

2016  Personal Shopper

2018  Non-Fiction (Doubles vies)

2019  Wasp Network



PRODUCTION HISTORY
 
The forward-looking subject matter and aesthetic of demonlover was a 
direct reaction by French director Olivier Assayas to his previous film. 
In 2000, he had completed Les destinées sentimentales, a three-hour 
adaptation of Jacques Chardonne’s early-twentieth-century, France-set 
literary trilogy. Assayas realized Les destinées in meticulous accordance 
with a classical cinematic style, and so, for his next project, he wished 
to work in a more experimental and improvisational vein. The issues 
addressed by demonlover—the convergence of high finance and illicit 
underground media, the reciprocal impact of globalism and digital 
communications, the hallucinatory blending of reality and fiction—
would not only be what the film was “about” but would also influence 
its open and ambiguous form within the framework of the thriller 
genre. In this way, Assayas hoped to bridge the gap he saw between 
sophisticated ideas about modern life and an independent French 
cinema that was increasingly, and narrowly, appealing to an older 
demographic. Without sacrificing Assayas’s idiosyncratic style, 
demonlover would attempt to reach a younger audience that usually 
looked to mainstream Hollywood films for depictions of a rapidly 
changing world.

When he began the script for demonlover, Assayas wasn’t sure where 
the story was heading but felt that his writing “imposed itself on the  
page,” as if flowing out of him naturally. The first draft of his script 
was experimental and “arbitrary” in terms of narrative events, 
and so Assayas revised it to provide the story with a more realistic 
foundation and to render the characters “more human.” Assayas 
enlisted an international cast to embody these characters as well as 
bring forth one of demonlover’s major themes: the global dimension of 
twenty-first-century commerce and culture. The part of femme fatale 
antiheroine Diane de Monx was written for Connie Nielsen, a Dane 
with major Hollywood blockbuster roles (Mission to Mars, Gladiator) 
to her credit. Assayas had already worked with fellow countryman 
Charles Berling on Les destinées; although the part of Hervé Le Millinec 
was originally created with Spanish actor Sergi López in mind, 
Berling took it on when López was unable to commit, and he gained 
substantial weight to fit the character’s husky build. Chloë Sevigny, 
an American actress also renowned for her work in adventurous 
independent productions (Gummo, Boys Don’t Cry), was cast for the 
role of Elise Lipsky.

The film’s locations were just as diverse, with Assayas’s crew shooting 
in Paris, Tokyo, and Chihuahua, Mexico. “What I was interested in,” 
Assayas has explained, “was having a very fluid kind of movement, 
international and a little abstract—I mean, as if one could move 
between America, Asia, and Europe without a question, the way 
people who do business move around.” Specific cities like Tokyo—and 
specific settings like offices, hotels, and nightclubs—were chosen to 
depict sites of corporate trade and multinational cultural exchange. 
“The thing about Tokyo is that it’s both a real and abstract world 
where people do business, where images are produced,” says Assayas. 
“It’s also a world in which design and packaging are engineered, and 
then those images travel to the West.” Although given the least screen 
time, Chihuahua proved the most difficult and expensive location, 



CAST
Diane de Monx—Connie Nielsen

Hervé Le Millinec—Charles Berling

Elise Lipsky—Chloë Sevigny

Elaine Si Gibril—Gina Gershon
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TRIVIA
Assayas’s demonlover marks Chloë Sevigny’s second 
appearance in a visual work scored by Sonic Youth. In 
1993, she was featured as one of several runway models 
in the music video for “Sugar Kane,” the third single off 
Sonic Youth’s 1992 album Dirty.

Connie Nielsen performed several feats for the film that 
she had never before done, including riding a motorbike, 
playing squash, and swimming.

Sonic Youth bassist, guitarist, and singer Kim Gordon 
would play a role in Assayas’s 2007 film Boarding Gate.

Fashion line Fred Sathal provided the film’s prêt-à-
porter wardrobe.

A male stunt double, replete with a wig, plays Diane 
for certain shots of the character’s attempted 
escape in Mexico.

Assayas used Sonic Youth’s “Tunic (Song for Karen)” 
(from the band’s 1990 album Goo) for the soundtrack of 
1996’s Irma Vep. 

necessitating special effects, stunts, three simultaneously running 
cameras, and even a helicopter for some of its action sequences. 
Chihuahua was also where Assayas and cinematographer Denis Lenoir 
shot in 16 mm to lend a grainy, dreamy quality to night scenes.

Assayas directed in a largely extemporaneous manner: while following 
a shooting script, he also improvised on set, to the point where he 
wasn’t entirely sure of the film’s final form. While crew members 
like Lenoir (who had last worked with Assayas on 1998’s Late August, 
Early September) and actors like Berling adapted smoothly to this 
unconventional method, others had difficulty. 

Usually resistant to commissioning film scores, Assayas sought out 
noise-rock legends Sonic Youth to compose for demonlover original 
music that would be just as disquieting as the film’s visuals and, as per 
Assayas’s wishes, “something between sound design and soundtrack.” 
In what amounted to a series of creative volleys, Sonic Youth first 
recorded music in response to the film script, with the fruits of these 
sessions aiding Assayas in an initial edit of sounds and images. The 
band then watched rough cuts while taking notes from Assayas, 
subsequently creating more music while also altering what they had 
previously recorded to expand and refine the film’s soundscape.

Almost twenty years after its release, when it was met with critical 
acclaim in some quarters and bafflement in others, demonlover appears 
uncannily prescient in its depiction of the internet and modern 
media’s effects on global life at the beginning of the new millennium. 
Assayas’s demonlover arrived on screens before the advent of Facebook 
and other advanced social networks, before massive coordinated 
digital disinformation campaigns, before the sophisticated collusion 
of political, corporate, and cultural forces through both popular and 
subterranean online channels. In a sense, demonlover was born into 
a naive era compared with that of today, when electronic and digital 
communications are used for far more sophisticated and cynical 
purposes. And yet, like so much innovative art, the film daringly 
confronts a reality evolving at an overwhelming and disorienting pace 
that few are willing to represent, let alone seek to understand.  T
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